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The Soviet military doctrinal writings concerning

war initiation emphasize the value of preemptive

attacks in force carried through to the complete

defeat of the enemy. The question is, “Would this

military doctrine agree with the desires of their

political leadership as they contemplated the im—

• minent initiation of a war?” An examination of

the histories of the various Soviet political

leaders reveals a recurrent pattern. A dominent

leader is replaced by a small group of collegial

successors which, in turn, devolves into an in—

tense competition ending only when one competitor

has clearly established dominance. In the dominant

leader phase, and in the early days of the collegial.

competition phase, the aspirants to the top position

attempt to enhance their power by building and main-

taining a coterie of prot~g~s, at their opponents’

expense.~~.Dnce the competition flares into direct

conflict’,’the ultimate winner has preemptively at—

tacked his opponents and their coterie, and carried

through until the opponentu are eliminated as a

future threat. Asstmiing that the Soviet leaders

would view the iminent prospect of a major super-

power war as being directly analogous to the ulti—

mate top level political power struggle, their his—

tory and experience would tend them toward preem—

tion in force with every intension of carrying through

until the enemy is eliminated as a future threat.

24 pages (W .M.J. )
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PREFACE

This note explores the views of the Soviet leadership concerning

the peacetime and wartime utility of Soviet military forces and specu—

lates on their views about the objectives , strategies , and tactics

that would apply if they should conunit their forces to a major combat

campaign. It draws an analogy between how Soviet leaders view their

— struggles to  reach top positions in the Soviet governmental—party

system and how the Soviet Union conducts its foreign affairs. The

- - analogy is illustrated by Stalin ’s, Khrushchev ’s, and Brezhnev ’s
patterns of actions as they acquired and later used their national

power positions and the pattern of Russian activities in the inter-

national arena tha t each subsequently directed. The author concludes

that current Soviet bureaucratic governmental and party structure has

quite predictabl y shaped Soviet leaders’ thinking in the past and will

continue to do so. Furthermore , this same structure will direct their

patterns of operations and their assessments of international situations.

This predictable leadership cast of mind is wholly compatible with the

combat doctrines , postures , and practices of Soviet military forces.

Th is study is one of the products of the Project AIR FORCE

project “Red Strategic Campaign Analysis.” The objective of that

project is to gain insights into how Soviet leaders might assess the

strategic balance and how they might assess risks and uncertainties

when faced with a potential major conflict. Other project activities

include reviewing Soviet military doctrinal writings , Soviet operations

research t~~terature , aspects of Soviet exercise and training data , and

U. S. In t e I l I g e n ~~c projections of Soviet cap ah ili tit’s. Al though major

elements OL this fl o t O will he contained in later summary reports ,

this note i s  being pubUshed separately to make the fi -dings widely

available ~o the defense ceimmunity.

_
_ _ _
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National leaders tend to apply to the international scene those

— views, approaches, and practices that they developed and applied in
*the national domestic scene during their rise to the top. The Russian - -

system of government involves the centralized control of all important

elements and functions of society by a governmental structure con—

trolled by the Communist Party, which, in turn, is controlled by the

top leaders. Lenin established the system. Stalin managed it through

its initial developments in a way that both started Russia’s develop-

ment as a major industrial and military power and solidified his

undisputed preeminent position. Khrushchev presided over its transi-

tion toward an increasingly bureaucratic structure. And Brezhnev has

presided over what has become (probably) the most bureaucratized social

and governmental structure in the world. Future leaders will be the

products of long and successful careers in that structure and will

L 

almost certainly be powerfully influenced by that background.

*Reviewer’s Comment: Carryover from domestic political competi-
tion to international competition. The notion that such a carryover
exists may be “a not uncommon observation” at the anecdotal level,
but I’m not aware that it has been systematically argued for even one
country, let alone as a general proposition. The reader encountering
it here for the first time is therefore likely to ask himself if it
applies to the country he knows best, the United States. And to me
the evidence for it in any multi—party country is not compelling.
Since it is not essential to the argument that the proposition be
generally true, I suggest that it either be limited to the USSR, or
add a few reasons why it is likely to be more true there than else-
where. One reason why it might be true for Soviet leaders is that,
with the exception of Lenin, they have been provincials. They have
not traveled abroad, or been forced to ponder the mentality of
foreigners, until they get to the top. Thus it is conceivable that
they would react like the legendary citizen of Poltava who visited
St. Petersburg for the first time. When he returned home he reported
to his friends that the capital had nice wide streets, and was
obviously modelled on Poltava. (See “Acknowledgement”, p. ix.)

t _ :
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The history of Soviet leadership shows a fairly consistent

pattern. The demise of a clearly predominant leader is followed by

a struggle for power between rival coalitions, which is followed by a

struggle for predominance among the winning coalition members, which

is followed by one person’s clear victory. (Khrushchev’s ouster by a
coalition of his “lieutenants” was anomalous in that they did not wait
for his demise.) Stalin, in the post—Lenin phase, parlayed the skills
and ruthlessness of an experienced conspirator from a position of

relative weakness into one of great personal power, slaying or exiling
his erstwhile colleagues in the process. Although Stalinist Russia

did develop a powerful military force, it never had enough power to

attack the United States and the Wes t, its former allies. But its

actions did combine the secretiveness, retention of gains, and attempts
to gain more (modulated by the cautious avoidance of a major conflict)

characteristic of a successful conspirator.

Khrushchev, with his limited bureaucratic experience, took over

and expanded Stalin’s power base in the regional committee secretariats

using a system of patronage (rewards and punishments) to relegate his

former coalition colleagues to insignificant positions. (Significantly,

getting rid of his competitors this nonlethal way was followed by a
change in Marxist—Leninist doctrine. An alternative to the cataclysmic
war between capitalism and communism was possible. Russia’s future
industrial and military development would eventually lead the western

nations to accept secondary world positions without a duel to the

death. )
Khrushchev’s lack of bureaucratic experience was evident in his

frequent recr~anizations, his setting of impossible goals, and his
impossible demands on the system and its people. These (and his moves

to reduce the size of the Soviet military) led to such general dissatis—

faction in the party (his power base) that the Brezhnev—Podgorny—
Koeygth coalition could successfully move to oust him. It was

Khrushchevian Russia that overextended itself by triggering a confron-

tation with the United States in 1962; that confrontation va~ resolved

by a humiliating backdown reminiscent of the unproficient bureaucrat.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
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The Brezhnev coalition , following the ouster of Khrushchev , dis-

played its sensitivities to bureauc ratic power base development by

reversing many of Khrushchev ’s disorganizing policies and restored the

military to a favoi ed position. Bre:hnev has apparently found it

appropriate to move slowly in his acquisition of a predominant position

over Kosygin and Podg~rny ; he was willing to live and let live as long

as he had the obvious power to contro l the system . He has continued

to cultivate his extensive coterie of protégés; but even as his depar-

ture from power approaches, he has avoided designating a successor , a

move that would immediately make the nominee a powerful competitor.

Brezhnev’s Russia has acted on the international scene in a way

markedly reminiscent of the domestic power situation in the early post—

Khrushchev days. It has pursued an especially active program of

acquiring , supporting , and defending clients. It has consistently

attempted to prevent the loss of controlling influence wherever it is

already established and indicated a strong desire to punish any

“defecting” client. It has settled for a kind of détente with the

United States and the West but clearly interprets the détente period

as being one in which it must continue to try to outdo the United States

in building up a network of clients and to improve Its military

capabilities in relation to those of the West (and China).

This pattern reflects an attempt to force competitors into accepting

an ineffectual position without recourse to major combat. However , the

size, character , and posture of the Soviet (and Warsaw Pact) military

forces clearly indicate that the USSR does not discount the possibility

of cataclysmic war. Soviet military doctrinal writings , their force

exercises and force characteristics , clearly Indicate how the military

would prefer to fight such a war (if they must) and what thclr pre-

ferred objectives would be: surprise preemptive attack , in force , using

all available arms against the enemy ’s forces , command centers , supp ly

points , and communications links ; an offensive campaign that denies

the enemy the initiative and continues until military victor y Is

achieved .

But does this doctrinal pattern of operations and objec t ives

coincide with those of current and future Russian poli tica L leaders

—---—-~-- ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ — A -
_________ — ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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who are ne t wit ~out considerable influence? To explore this question ,
one must look at those periods in the history of the top level Soviet
leadership power struggles that are analogous to the breakdown of
detente and the initiation of major combat. The analogous situations
are those periods of factiona l power struggles (factions headed by
major contenders) that follow the departure of a predominant Soviet
leader. And here we find a remarkably similar pattern of operations
and objectives : The best defense is a good offense , and the best offense
is Initiated by a preemptive surprise attack designed to disrupt and
destroy the opponent’s power base, a campaign whose objec t ive ~~ast be
the annihilation of the opponent as a serious competitor , short and
long term. Lesser objectives are unthinkable. However, there is
nothing in the current or future leadership backgrounds that would
lead the Soviets ever to consider the possibility of mutual annihila-
t ion-— severe damage to Russia, yes; but anything worse, no.
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1. INTRO DUCTION

Eva luations of the Soviets ’ views of their military forces, of
the preferred peacetime military posture , and of the- strategy , tactics ,

and objectives of combat operations are based on various source

materials. Their political doctrine , their military doctrinal writings,

their peacetime military posture and training , and the histories of

their past military commitments all provide some insights Into the

way they view their forces and the way they might use them in a

future combat situation .

One important question Is not resolved by even the most thorough

study of Soviet military force characteristics , pos tures , exercises,
and doc tr ine , and tha t is the question of the compatibility between
Soviet military postures and operations practices and the objectives

of the Soviet political leader in a future confrontation or conflict.

Would the campa ign objectives assumed by the military in preparing

their plans , and therefore their combat strategy and tactics , be

compatible with and support those future political leaders as

face the prospects of a major military campaign? If the answer to

this question is “yes” (or probably yes), the projections of their

probable combat patterns can be treated with some confidence for U.S.

and alliance defensive posture planning. If the answer if “no” (or

probably not), the confidence associated with such predictions must

necessarily be questionable or low.

Predicting the attitudes of future Soviet political leaders in

one or more projected future political—military confrontations or

conflic t situations , or even in pcacctim~ , is obviously a difficult

task and one that may l ead to important errors. If we cannot predict

W h o will he the top level Soviet leaders in the future , and if we

cannot confidently foresee the international political and military

conditions , how can we predict their attitudes? Of course , with —

certainty, we cannot .

Nat I onal leaders tend to address their nations ’ ~ntern~ tional

lTmlfITTr5 
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(or analogous ) approaches to problem solving that they had •*dop t c~i and

applied succes~ fully in their domestic careers . Whesi they arrive at
the peak of their domestic career possibilities and assume the respon-
sibilities for managing the nation ’s internat ional affairs , successful ,
mature men are most unlikely to change the approaches and patterns of

operations that brought them their previous successes. If we can

identify the patterns followed by the past and t’urreiit SOVIet leaders

in their successful domestic career progressions, we can examine USSR

foreign affairs operations patterns to see if , Indeed , they seem to
have been guided by their leaders ’ characteristic operat ion.il pattern s ,

directly or in appropriate analogues . If we can describe the Soviet

governmental system and the pattern of operations the future leaders

must follow to get to the top, we can postulate with considerable

confidence the attitudes and approaches those future leaders will

bring to bear on Soviet foreign affairs and the political and military

strategies and objectives that would guide their operations in major

confrontations and conflict.

The agreement between the Soviet leadership views concerning

appropriate military strategy and tactics in major mil itary campaigns ,

so inferred , and the combat doctrine of the Soviet military forces is

the main point of this analysis.

_ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-- 
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II. THE CAREER FIELD FOR ASPIRANT USSR LEADERS

The Soviet governmental structure is marked by three outstanding
characteristics: centralization of planning and control, the domi-

nance of the Communist Party over all important operations of the

formal governmental structure, and the central control of the Party

itself from the top.

The formal governmental structur e is headed by a Prime Minister

who is elected by and acts as Chairman of the Council of Ministers.

The Council of Ministers consists of the heads of all national level

ministries. It also elects a President, a ceremonial position of no

significant power. And because the USSR is a socialist nation, the

national level ministries direct and supervise all important activities

in the nation-—defense, foreign affairs, culture, security, agriculture,

heavy and light industry , etc . Each~tninistry has direct connections
— with its subordinate counterparts in the various republics and auto—

nomous regions. The republics and regions have their own Council of

Ministers (equivalents) headed by a Chairman.

The system functions with the national level supra—ministerial
agencies (in Moscow) establishing the goals and planning, with the

- - ministries coordinating and monitoring the activities of the functional
- - and regional subordinate components, all under the direction and

— guidance of the Party. The whole system is a complex hierarchical
arrangement of superiors and subordinates; there is an intricate

coord inating process in planning and controlling the entire apparatus;

the major incentive is to please one ’s superiors (or at least avoid ¶
their displeasure), to conform to the plan, even at the expense of

effic iency ; and responsibility for errors or unsolved problems must

be transferred to someone else , usually subordinates .

Most indicative of the bureacratic nature is “rank consc iousness”
of personne l , and patronage links. Party membership is important ,

even essential , for an aspirant to a top level position; but it is

equally important to have a powerful patron who can and does exert his 

- 

~‘ ::1~~ T ~~~i:~—~~~ 
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influence to assign his protdgés to career stepping stones , who can

and does protect his loyal protég~s from bureaucratic attacks , who

permits his immediate subordinates to function as subpatrons , building
their own net of loyal protégés. “Rank—consciousness ,” t l i iroforo ,

involves not only a genera l recognition of who occupies a superior

governmental party position but also who enjoys the support and pro-

tection of the more powerful patron.1

The party organization, with its cells and comm ittees in  every
important governmental and functional organization at every level , is
the major power system, establishing the goals and plans, monitoring

the execution, watching for and reporting ineptitude or malfeasance

in government officials’ performance of their functions , watching for

and reporting counterparty activities, continuousl y propagandizing

the citizenry with assertions of the infallible c orrectness of party

doctrine and policies, the glories of the Marxist—Leninist system ,

conducting training courses for new members and potential cadres , etc.

Loyalty to the Party is demanded of all its members. In practice that

means unquestioning compliance with t he Party ’s policies and directives

as enunciated and promulgated by the top Moscow leadership. In theory ,

and to some extent in practice , new policies under consideration can

be freely debated (until the Moscow decision is announced) and errors

in interpretation of party policies can be publicly denounced . But

such debates or denunciations must be conducted with considerable

caution. A policy alternative tha t seems to be under consideration

may, in fact , be already adopted (but as yet unannounced) or the con—

tingent policy has the (as yet unannounced) unconditional support of

one or more of the top leaders. In the party bureaucracy, to be known

to have advocated a policy that was subsequently not adopted (or vice

versa) is not a prescription for advancement. Denunciation of a

colleague’s interpretations of enunciated party policy can Itself be

interpreted as a criticism of the policy and the policymakers , which

can easily destroy a career.

1All Bureaucrac ies induce rank consciousness in their personnel ,
but the Soviet governmental and party bureaucracy , operating In the
highly authoritarian Russian culture , has thin in an extreme form.

_ _ _ _j - - ._
.
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A successful career in the Soviet Party system entails a pattern

of successive assignments to increasingly important

mental—functional positions , a history of consistently successful

accompl ishments of the managerial tasks (or successfully counterfeited 
-

successes) in those positions. Success is achieving prescribed goals

without causing trouble for superiors , showing disloyalty to the

Party , or disregarding its enunciated policies. Manager ial decisions

concerning economic , industrial , or functional operations and govern— - -

mental decisions at all levels including ministerial levels cannot be

made without due consideration of their probable subsequent effects

on the Party ’s control and on intraparty politics , the power positions

of competitive patron—protégé cliques.

This kind of system is almost certain to produce top level leaders

who combine certain characteristics in an extreme form. They will be F

ambitious , compet itive, devious, secretive, intelligent, politically

sensitive (in bureaucratic politics), self—confident , hard working,

interested in the details of a wide array of problems and programs ,

demanding of their subordinates , ruthless , vigilant in dealing with

competitors , constant ly looking for opportunities to increase personal

power , and incapable of conceding any power once acquired.

They will have learned to delegate authority to subordinates but
demand that delegated authority be used only in a way and for purposes

they approve, constantly checking to assure such loyalty and unhesi-
tatingly ready to recapture and redelegate and severely punishing or

destroying the offender if a subordinate proves inept or disloyal, using

fear to control subordinates and restrain competitors)

Not all Soviet governmental and party officials at all levels have -

these characteristics. Far from it. The vast majority are deficient

in some or all , are satisfied, or are resigned to conserving their

current pos itions and avoiding dangerous confrontations and conflicts.

But this majority does not produce the top leaders. Only a very

small percen tage who combine the necessary character~~tics and

1
Soviet leaders prefer being feared to being liked ; but in the

Russian authoritarian culture, fear does not automatically generate
dislike.

_ _ _ _ _  
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the ability to develop them have any chance at all of getting to the

top. These are the political elite of the USSR and , quite naturally ,

they show elitist attitudes in their dealings with subordinates and

colleague—competitors.

Before we explore the world views and typical behavior patterns

of these men, we must translate their bureaucratic background “writ
• large” to the international arena. To do so requires a brief recounting

of the history of the Party and its recurrent leadership and policy

changes since it came to power in Russia. Past and current leaders

know this history well. They lived it. Future leaders, of course,

will, not have experienced the early periods, but they will have “lived”

the periods since World War II. Party history (however biased in

recurrent rewriting) is an important subject in the party educational

system. And the same can be said of the effects of cataclysmic

historic events. They induce a cast of mind and a view of the current

and future situation that influences public and leadership attitudes

long after the participants have left the scene.
1

1’Witness the persistence for 100 years or more of the peculiar
practices and social attitudes induced in the American south by the
Civil War and the subsequent reconstruction period.
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III. THE INHERITED POLITICAL CULTURE OF THE SOVIET LEADERS

The object in this section is to sketch the patterns of Soviet

leadership from the Lenin era to the present that produced the various

leadership arrangements , to parallel this with a description of deve l op—

— ments within the USSR that affected the various leadership styles , and

to suggest that the leaders over that period have tended to ap41y to

the international scene the same or clearly analogous patterns that

they were following in the party arena.

One of the outstanding features of the Soviet governmental and

party structures is their high degree of centralized control . Lenin

coifled the term “democratic centralism,” which meant that the regional

and ministerial party committees were expected to conform completely

to the policies and directives of the Central Committee (and thus to

the policies and directives of the First Secretary). Lenin developed

the system to assure party control. Stalin perfected the system to
assure his personal control. Khrushchev adopted the Stalin system and

adapted it to the task of enhancing his personal power , and Brezhnev

found it expedient to eliminate some of Khrushchev ’s adaptations.

But this is far from the complete story. With the Central

Committee nominally electing (and ejecting) the various first secre-

taries, and with its membership (nominally elected) drawn from the

regional committees and ministries (and the former source has tradition-

ally been the majority), the man at the top who can develop a network

of protégds in these subord inate points can cont rol the Party and ,

therefore, the nation . Lenin achieved this (mostly) by the influence

of his great prestige. Representatives of tho regional committees at

party congresses or on the central committee proved likely to accede

to his wishes. Stalin exploited his position to insure that the first

secretaries of the regional committees were his men.
1 Khrushchev , in

tAlthough the regional first secretaries are (according to the
constitution) supposed to be elected by the regional commlt oe. Stalin
repeatedly and unhesitatingly dictated who was to be clectc ’ , even

—— -. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ L.~~~~ — --- _~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~ —- - ~— - - -  —-~
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effect, inherited Stalin’s control of party personnel assignments to the

regional committees and used it (although without the Stalinesque purge

procedures to insure compliance) to develop his personal power in relation -

to his central committee colleagues. Subsequently, however , Khrush chev
seriously eroded his own power base of regional first secretaries by divid-

ing the committees into two——agriculture and all else——and by placing con-

stant demands and pressures on them for impossible achievements. This

created great and general dissatisfactions and made it possible for his

“lieutenants” to oust him. Brezhnev (and his colleagues) quickly there-
after solidified their positions by directing the reversion of the regional

committees to their pre—Khrushchev unitary form and by reinstating many of

the pre—Khrushchev era regional committee first secretaries.

The basic pattern (although there have been variations in detail)

has been a Soviet party leadership clearly centralized in the hands of

one man, followed by a coalition of two or three successors who divide

the various top leadership roles among themselves, followed by a power

struggle among these erstwhile colleagues ; and one man ends up achiev-

ing dominance . In every case, the unitary successor to the small group

leadership phase has been the man who had the power to assign party cadre

to important regional and central positions (and the power to remove

then) and used that power in his own interest. He was the person who

could build a network of loyal protégés, rewarding them with  career

advancement possibilities and replacing them if they proved disloyal

or inept. He was the man who could erode his opponents ’ power bases

by removing, dispersing, or coopting their protégés.

So far as the aspirant leaders in the system are concerned , during

• the period of one—man leadership, they must avoid displeasing the cur-

rent leader, they must persistently but cautiously develop their own

networks of reliable protégés, they must be constantly sensitive to

the developing power relationships above them and between themselves

sending his “nominee” from other regions or from his coterie of supporters
in Moscow. And he made these nominations stick by ruthlessly eliminating
dissenters.

~~~ -.-•- ~
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and their competitive colleagues. They know that when the top leader

goes , a temporary coalition will loris for the purpose of assuming power.
But they also know that the successful coalition is likely (if not

certain) to break down into a power struggle among the erstwhile

coalition colleagues. The possession of power (in the form of important ,

well—located , and loyal prot égés and the political skills and ruthless—

ness to use them) is essential to success in both the coalition—forming
phase and the post-coalition power struggle.

But this is still not the full story of the three phase Soviet

power politics “game” over the six decades covered . Stalin was a

highly skilled power acquirer , a akilled coalition builder , a skil led

intracoalition bargainer for position , and a ruthless attacker of his

former partners. He found it expedient to physically destroy many of
his defeated competitors. Khrushchev proved skillful in coalition for-

mation with Molotov and Malenkov. The latter appeared for a time to be

the most likel y next leader. That coalition quickly eliminated Beria ,

their obvious and most dangerous competitor for Stalin ’s mantle. But

in his subsequent moves against Malenkov and Molotov, Khrushchev’s

demonstrated skill and power led his two opponents (after a struggle)

to accept relegation to rem ote , nonpower positions. Khrushchev found
it unnecessary to destroy them. Much the same proved true upon

Khrushchev ’s ouster by the Brezhnev-Kosygin—Podgorny coalition. His

destruction of his power base made it possible for the coalition

• simply to force his retirement.

The subsequent intracoalition power struggle (if one can properly

call it that) has seen Podgorny retired from the position of President ,

Brezhnev’s acquisition of that position as well as the position of

General Secretary (a t i tle clearly indicating his control of all

important areas, rather than the nominally weaker position implied by

his preceding title of First Secretary). Kosygin , to date , has retained

his position as Prime Minister , a position of considerable prestige but

distinctly loss powerful than Brezhnev ’s. One feature ’ common to this

history of recurrent top level power struggles is thai whether the losers

were sent to the wall , to Siberia , to retirement , or t o  inconsequential

pos.iL~ions , or whether they were allowed to staY on as a fiRurehead, the

_____ 
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victor pursued hH attacks until his opponents were driven into a
posit ion f rom wh~ ch they could never mount a serious counterattack .

The situation in the Soviet Union and in the world at large has

been constantly changing over the six decades, and Soviet leaders have

reacted to, and sometimes caused , those changes. Individual leaders

or aspirants to power have gained or lost as a function of their

successes and failures in adapting to developments. And as any serious

observer of bureaucracy would expect , the semantics of domestic Soviet
power politics emphasize the “proper ” assessment of the situat ion
(national and international), the correct actions to take, and the
criticisms of competitors’ errors. Every argument , debate, and criti-

cism levied has its important component of ef fects on intraparty power
relations. This component is so important that it determines the

factional assessments propounded , the alternative moves advocated , the

move selected , and the nature of the criticisms levied if the move

proves ill—advised or ineffectually made. -

After the revolution, Lenin needed time to solidify the Party ’s

poaition and get the Russian economy and governmental machinery under

party control and into operation . He was therefore willing to advocate

and accept a humiliating peace treaty with Germany .

~Reviewer’s comment: Will the characteristics of Soviet domestic

p~littcal competition chaflge? 
it ’s a tough question. The way to

deal with it would be to say it is irrelevant , because the future the
paper is concerned with is so short (5 years? 10 years?) that occupants
of the top spot will already have been conditioned by the domestic prac-
tices described. The next easiest way would be to say the question is

unanswerable, because change in its early stages is unclear if not invis-

ible to outsiders. Past experience does suggest1 however, that visible

change is precipitated by a shift in leadership, and since that isn ’t
• too far off , a third alternative is to speculate on possible directions

of change. I’m passing on to the writer a pamphlet , written by a former

insider, that addresses this subject. (Détente after Brezhnev: The

Domestic Roots of Soviet Foreign Policy, Alexander Yanov (1977), Policy
Papers in International Affairs, Institute of International Studies, UC

Berkeley. Library of Congress Card No. 77—620014.)

~~;ery experienced bureaucrat knows that 
bureaucratic debates must

be couched in the language of doctrine, external situation assessments,
and the correct organizational arrangements and responses, and never in
terms of the true dominant motivation——the improvement of the advocate’s
bureaucratic position.
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Between the wars, Stalin pushed persistently for the rapid

development of heavy industry at the expense of agriculture and the

standard of living of the populace at large . As the war clouds
gathered , he was willing to form a coalition with Nazi Germany and

Japan at the expense of Poland and the Baltic states to buy time to

develop Russia’s militar y forces for the war he believed to be inevi-

table. When Hitler ruptured the coalition by his Barbarossa assault ,

Stalin was willing to form a coalition with the Western powers. He

ultimately broke h~s coalition with Japan and joined in on the final

assault on it) The alliance proved unstable, outlasting the war by only

a short period , as Russia gave no evidence of willingness to relinquish

control over the territories their troops occupied at the end of the

war.

The postwar Stalin years saw forced draft efforts to reconstruct

and rebuild basic (heavy) industry at the expense of improvements in
living standards , hous ing, and agriculture. Other events included the

establishment of Moscow—oriented governments in Eastern Europe, and

the Korean war.

The Khrushchev years saw the condemnation of the Stalin cult of

the individual by Khrushchev at the 20th Party Congress, the subsequent
rewriting of Marxist/Leninist doctrine, asserting that war with cap-

italist imperialism was not historically inevitable and that Communism

could win by demonstrating superior economic and social capabilities

(a doctrine change that has not been refuted by his successors), the
- supression of the Hungarian revolution, the break with Maoist China,

the confrontation with the United States precipitated by the Soviet de-

ployment of nuclear missiles to Castro Cuba, and the development of a

major strategic nuclear force. Domestically, the developmental emphasis

shifted somewhat toward consumer goals (housing, and improvements in

agriculture). Significantly , large numbers of graduates were beginning

to appear from technical schools and universities.

‘A major U.S. objective at Potsdam was to get the USSR into the
war against Japan.
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During th~ Brezhnev years the Soviets have increased their mili tary

manpower (and imeproved the ir equipment), have developed a powerful navy
capable of distant operations , and lye t ompleted their str.itegtc nu—

clear force deployment (combined with an active program of continuous

qualitative improvements). Other events have Inc l uded SALT I and the

initiation of SALT II, the Czechoslovakian Spring and its brutal s ip—

pression by military force, the promulgation of the Brezhnev doctrine

(as yet not refuted) , détente , an increasingly active’ Soviet involve-

ment in Africa (including their sponsoring of Cuban and East European
participation), the rejection of linkages between détente and their

human rights positions with their actions in Africa and South Asia,
moves to more c losely integrate Soviet and Eastern European economies
and industries , the threatened military intervention at the end of the
1973 Middle East war, and an increasingly apparent inclination to
claim Russia’s right to influence world events.

On the domestic scene, the Brezhnev years have seen the develop-

ment of some pressure from the well—educated sector for more and better

consumer goods (as they become generally aware of the better lives of

their foreign counterparts even in Eastern Europe),1 the slowdown in

Soviet economic growth as the availability of surplus labor (by th.’ir

system standards) in the agricultural sector dries up, the continuing

attempts to solve the problems of managing an increasirgly complex

industrial system without relinquishing central planning and direction

(which would be counter—doctrinal , counter—traditional , counter to the

interests of the extensive control bureaucracy and potentially counter

• 
- to party cuntrol). The usual and probably partly correct interpreta-

tion of the Soviets’ move to détente, their repeated expressed desire

to import western technology and to have an acceptable SALT agreement,

are based on this perceived need to expedite the development of modern

consumer goods to satisfy growing domestic demands and ~o exploit their

Siberian oil and other resources.

1 The quality of Russian life has definitely improved over the
recent years, but there is some evidence that “the appetite grows
with the eating.”
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Paralleling these domestic and civil economic developments and

problems has been the cosmitment of a significant and increasing pro—

port ion of manpower and funds to arms production to maintain and

improve the technical military capabilities of their military forces

and to support arms transfers to selected clients. Although there can

be no doubt that major armament and equipment programs, fund allocations ,

and schedules are made at very high governmental and party le ’els, it

is equall y clear that within these broad guidelines, the military as

a custome r group is one of the few (and certainly the largest) customer

groups that can enforce their quality and schedule demands on the

producers. This arrangement permits the military to press for and get

the best available (in Lhe USSR) technology and supports an active

program of technological research and development in armaments. It

als reflects the longstanding and continuing priority the Russian

leadership place on maintaining strong, diverse , and well—equipped

military forces.1

This special priority on arms produc tion also supports their
arms transfe r programs to client states and client factions within
Third World nations where leadership Is being contested ; these programs
are an important element of their foreign affairs.

dl
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IV. PI)WER F’ LITICS IN THE SOVIET SYSTEM ANt) ITS TRANSLATION
TO THEIR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Any derivation of likely current Soviet views about the role of

their military forces in dealing with internationa l problems and

opportunities based on the effects of their domestic and politica l

history , culture , and experiences must be speculative . To Imput a

strong carryover influence from these practices to future inter-

national act ion decisions by future Soviet leaders is even more so.

But such guided speculations can be useful , especiall y when there has

apparently been a fairly strong connection in the past.

The framework upon which such speculations are to be based Is

deliberately terse to define domestic situations analogous to th~
international situation s the Soviet Union has faced in the past as

well as those they might face in the future. Soviet leaders past ,

present , and future are probably highly competitive in both the

domestic and the international arenas.

The Soviet domestic political scene has tended to cycle through

three phases: a dominant leader phase in which one man is in control;

a coalition leadership phase in which a few cooperative collegials

share the leadership functions ; and a competitive phase between the

erstwhile colleagues terminated by the attainment of dominance by one

of the competitors.

The Soviet Union appears to view (and operate accordingly) the

world scene as being analogous to the second of these phases: the

small, group—shared leacie~ship phase with the United States and (to a

lesser degree) China as the major “collegial” competitors.

The apparently cooperative situation in the shared leadership

phase in domestic Soviet politics is actually highl y competitive ; but

the competition is carefully subdued , with none of the major cont ’nders

for the ultimate predominant role wishing to provoke a major head-to—

head competition until victory is nearly assured . (Any participant

in this tacit competition foolish enough to believe that the situation

~~~~~~~~ •
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is t rut y coope r;i t I ye’ certain I y ~ l act’s himself in a most vulnerable

pOS it i on. )

in its internatlon,ii Initiatives , the Soviet Union from WW II

to date has active ly engaged in supporting participants involved in

‘ 
situations that coi,tld lead——and often has led—to events counter to

U.S. interests; the USSR has been persistently competitive in the

international arena. But with the possible exception of the Brezhnev

threat to deploy Soviet military forces to the Middle East in 1973,

the USSR has rather cautiously avoided deliberate and direct confron-

tation with the United States .1

The two—track bureaucratic tactics involved in the Soviet

cooperative—competitive leadership phase are: (1) the acquisition

and ret ention of a network of protégds (at the expense of competitor

patrons) and (2) the development of a physical (potentially lethal)

capability to dispose of one ’s major opponents (and their protdgés).

Stalin , Khrushchev , and Brezhnev succeeded in developing, maintaining,

and using extensive and influential protége cliques. Stalin and

Khrushchev also developed a means of physicall y eliminating competitors ,

and they used it. It is not clear whether Brezhnev holds the lethal

alternative over his colleagues.
2

tContrary to some assessments, the Soviet deployment of military
forces and subsequently miss iles to Cuba in 1962 was not intended to
provoke a direct publi c confrontat ion with the United States. Most
available evidence suggests that Khrushchev mistakenly believed the
United States would not make a major public Issue of It.

One might guess that most of Brezhnev ’s coterie would be reluctant
to test this. The high priority for resources given the Soviet military
under Brezhnev would seem to assure him of military support in an
ultimate test with rivals.

Reviewer ’s comment: Although the Soviet m 1 11 .:iry have in the past
been drawn Into domestic political competition (notably in 1953, and to
a much lesser extent In 1957), thls doesn ’t mean that they have or even
aspire to an Independent rote in determining who gets the No. 1 posi-
tion in the party. Army support In 1953 was necess;irV because Beria
had a nas ty little army of his own. But ordinarily commun ists, like
democrats and republicans , believe that an army should know its place,
and that place is not to meddle in politic al decisions about domestic
matters. In  other words , I am certain that however keen the’ rivalry
among contenders for the No. 1 spot , none of them is inclined to seek
army support by outbidding his competitors in promises of mo re missiles ,

~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The persistent power accretion and retention process entails the
exercise of patronage. Protégés are acquired when a leader supports

ambitious subord inates in their lower level competitive power struggles

and protects them when they are threatened. This process often entails

the coopting of a rival’ s protégés. The power retention process in-
volves persistent patron attention to preclude rivals’ coopting of

one’s protégés and entails rewards and punishments, continued career

support to loyal protégés (but not so much that they become unreliably

independent), and withdrawal of support from and even purging of

defecting protégés.

Stalin, Khrushchev , and Brezhnev all succeeded in gaining control

of the Party’s personnel management processes and used it to build a

power network of protégés.1 In this process, success feeds on success

and failure feeds on failure. The more reliably dependent and strate—

gically placed protégés a patron acquires, the more attractive he

becomes to potential protégés and the more dangerous it becomes to

defect. The loss of unreliable protégés who go unpunished because

they are protected by rival patrons makes the losing patron less attrac-

tive to potential protégés and less capable of punishing defectors.

The period in Russia spanned by Stalin, Khrushchev, and
Brezhnev has been accelerating (with occasional setbacks) activities

by the USSR to acquire and retain client states. The acquisition

process entails (mainly) arms support to one or another nation or

bigger ships, or what have you; it is against his own long—term
interests. I believe some readers might draw a different inference
from this footnote. Perhaps a stronger reason for the high priority
given the military under Brezhnev is that by the early l960s the
Russians were falling even further behind in strategic nuclear capa-
bilities; any prudent leader, including Brezhnev’s colleagues, would
have considered it desirable to reduce the disparity.

1Even after attaining a position of unchallenged permanence,
Stalin and Brezhnev continued to use this control. Khrushchev, by
breaking up the party regional co~~ittees and harassing them with
impossible demands and frequent changes, alienated this important
element and made it possible for his lieutenants to depose him. His
reduction of the resource priorities to the Soviet Army deprived him
of the ultimate lethal deterrent to this palace revolution.

L~
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lact ton invu Evi’tt in a coni rontat ion or cent I let . The arms support

prey (dod North Korea in its at t at’k on South Korea , the anus support
to the Arabs in the’ I r recurrent cent I lets wi lt ’ I srat’ I armament support

- - te~ Cuba, and the comparable support t o  North Vietnam in its attack on

South Vietnam art’ a ll cast’s In point . Under Bre7hnev , Russ ian anus

support (and iwmet tines evei~ surrogate combat f~ rci’ support) in Afr ica ,

in the M tdd Ic East and in Vie  I tiam in it s invasion of Cambod i a and

later in Its dot en~ e again s t Chinese a tack represents a t’ont I nuat ton

iii this cLient acquisit ton process. The St i’ad~’ hut Idup ‘~t the i r  st ra—

tegic nuclear . theater , and po~~’r p r ot e c t  Ion force’s (relative to the

Un i ted Stat i’s and Its at lii ’s and o he I’i’is~ t o ’s Repuhi Ic of China)

has prey ided the USSR with the cen t I thence ri’qu t red t o  make this

acceleration an accept ahi e risk.

This I not to suggest that t lii’ USSR is a lwii s ~ucc~ s s t u 1 in

“buy lug” or retaining c I louts. ForeIgn nat Ions (and e’Veil factions)

are inherent I v more I iidependent’i’ ml ndi’d t han Russ Ian bureaucratic

prot ~~~~ T h e  split with Cli m a  in t~ ‘H was a ma .jer loss. The massive

arms transter to Indonesia did not keep that client from defecting.

Major arms (and e’i’onom Ic and I udus t r tat development a Ed) never broughit

End i.i into the status ~f a reli able Soviet c l ient.  Egypt , tinder Sadat

defected I rem c I lent stat us. In sp i t e  of mater Soviet support , Iraq

has never been a completely reliab le’ client • Even Rujuan ta , whose

status is more that of a sate IL ito than c i  tout , ha~ recent lv proved

to he disturbingly independent.

Financial and Industr ial dove lopincut ass I~~t ance has o f t  en been
part of I lie package, hut t lie I tint tat i ons oh the Soviet economy and
lndiu~ tr ial t echns’ 1 ogv have madi’ thi I somewhat secondary t o t he anus
siipp l v ‘‘carrot . “ f~~I~ large convent tona l arms product ion tndi,st i’ v
has p roved to  he’ qu tIe cost e I ti ’c t I ye iii this tot ernat lena I cli ent
acqlu I ring r~’ It’ • Th e’ investment oh a I cv bi l l  Ion rubles wort Ii of a flfl8—

mont s “bought ” El lii O~~ Ia I or e xnmp I e • It remains t o hi’ seen hew
cost lv it wilt he to rota in this client (and how ~t t e ’et’sst ul the USSR
w i l l  prove In do Lug so)

‘Apparent l v , as a general vu ~ , t he’ arms s~app lv ‘‘~‘arrot ‘ Is not
comp 1 t’tcl y i’fleet lye , ~‘ven In the short t em , when the ci i t n i  ‘an
a f ford to tiny arms e I sewhe ri’.
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The shared l eadership phase of Soviet domestic part y and national

control with its persistent but submerged power accretion competition

has proved to be unstable and transient . The post—Lenin shared l eader-

ship phases ended with major head-to—head confrontat ton and power
struggles. Stalin used both his carefully developed prott~gé network

and the purge, the prison , and even the exoetit loner to eliminate his

rivals. The Malenkov—Molotnv—Khrushchev combine followed the same

pattern in eliminat ing Beria after Stalin ’s death. Khrushchev ’s

control o1 the lethal alternative and hits skillful manIpulativ e

destruction of Malenkov ’s and Molotov ’s power base In t h e central

ministerial bureauc racy by partial deeentrallznt ion to the regions
where his power base lay made It unnecessary tor him to destroy t hem.

After attempting resistance, they accepted the inevitable and won ’

relegated to inconsequential remote positions. Brezhnev , Kosygin ,

and Podgorny did not have to destroy Khrushchev after they overthrew

and ousted him,

So far, Brezhnev seems to have gathed such contro l that be can

tolerate Kosygin ’s remaining in a semi—figurehead position . Kosygin

has been rendered impotent hy Brezhnev’s carefully developed and

maintained protégé network in the Party and , for that matter , in the’
anny.

The Soviet Union under Brezhnev appears to view the world situation

as being one in which their major opponent to world polit Ical  dominance

Is the United States ; détente in no way precludes their ef fo r ts  to

acquire more and more clients and t hereby slowly weaken the United

States. Détente will not preclude their continuing to expand their

relative military advantages (and • ‘quire the “letha l alternative”).

They hope the situation will continue until the United States is so

weakened and isolated by the loss of international support and so

cowed by Soviet military capabilities that It w i l l , without major

resistance , accept the position of an ineffectua l actor on the world

political scene .
The Soviet Union presumably recognizes that the United States

and its allianc e structur e may refuse to accept Soviet preeminence

(and a resulting inconsequential U.S. and Wes tern European posit ton
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on the world political scene) without a desperate and violent resistance.
- - They must recognize that their increasing initiative in the third world

at the expense of U.S. and European interests may trigger a violent

U.S. reaction that would escalate to major conflict in which they

would be deeply involved. It is their perception of this possibility

and the pattern of military combat operations it would demand of their

military forces that is the main point of this analysis.

Insights into how the Soviet leaders would view the prospects of

a major war initiation into their likely political objective at such

a time, and the pattern of combat military operations that they would

find appropriate, can be inferred from a reexamination of Soviet poli-

tical history when brutal, even lethal “war” broke out among the top

level contenders for power.

The most relevant periods are: (1) After the death of Lenin his

successors locked in a progressively more brutal struggle that ended

with the exile of Trotsky and his subsequent assassination; (2) innne—

diately following Stalin’s death the immediate execution of Beria

eliminated the only power competitor to the Malenkov—Molotov—Khrushchev

group; and (3) at the end of this triumvirate “détente” Khrushchev

terminated the Molotov and Malenkov careers by dispatching them to

remote, inconsequential positions. The outstanding features of these

periods were: (1) a clear recognition (by the ultimately victorious

competitors at least) that a war to the death (literally or figuratively)

was imminent and (2 )  prior agreements or commitments no longer applied.1

In other words, the situation was recognized as a battle only one side

could win, and it would be the height of folly to allow residual

feelings of intercollegial loyalty, sympathy , morality, or prior

constraining commitments to inhibit any actions necessary to insure

the elimination of the opponents as a threat.

One can infer that the Soviet leaders would view the actual or

imininei:t and unavoidable initiation of major war as a situation that

‘Reviewer’s comment: There is one binding rule: Discredit the
man, not the Party.
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can only end with one side completely victorious and that any self-

imposed limitations on the operations of their military combat forces

would be unthinkable folly. (And certainly published Soviet military

doctrinal writings can be so interpreted.)

Some prevalent features of the tactics typically adopted by

successful power struggles are dissimulation during the period leading

up to their attacks; surprise (with dissimulation used to foster

surprise); preemption when the deadly struggle is inevitable ; the

rapid elimination of the major opponent, if possible, and the breakup

of the opponent ’s organization when it is not ; and the persistent pro-

secution of the attack until the opponent is eliminated. Stalin proved

to be a master of “cooperating” with one opponent while he destroyed
another, or turning on his erstwhile colleagues without warning, and
he certainly never rested until he had forever destroyed any competi-

tion he attacked. The Khrushchev—Malenkov—Molotov triumvirate upon

Stalin’s death, recognizing that a major power struggle with Beria (and

his coterie) was imminent and inevitable , preempted in a most positive

way by killing Beria. Khrushchev’s attacks on Malenkov and Molotov,

less lethal but no less effective, were marked by surprise attacks

on them personally (in party councils previously “loaded” with

Khrushchev supporters), and by the dispersion of their power base.

Again, the attacks were pursued until Molotov and Malenkov were poli-

tically destroyed forever. In every case, the attacks were carefully

planned, focused on the opponent and his henchmen, wasted no efforts

on innocent bystanders or inconsequential uninvolved people, and

entailed no wasted effort to explain or rationalize the actions to

the Russian people before they were taken. (The victor ’s ex post

fac to explanations have to be accepted . The loser never has a chance

to explain.)

The USSR, believing major war is imminent and inevitable , will

probably attemp t to mask their preparations , to induce confusion in

enemy councils, and to delude their enemy as to their Intentions.

(Soviet military doctrinal writings stress the importance of sec recy

in preparations and misinformation to delude and confuse the enemy.) 
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The Soviets have bias toward preemptive surprise attacks with no pre—

• cursor warning and no a priori attempts to justify their planned actions

to the world at large. (Soviet military doctrine, not surprisingly,

views a good offense as being the best defense and an offense initiated

by a preemptive surprise attack in force as the best offense. Naturally,

the idea of alerting an enemy by verbal threats or by a priori public

justifications is so ridiculous as to be ignored.)

There is probably a Soviet bias toward attacks on the enemy

political and military leadership, on the communications linking them

to their forces, on their means of keeping themselves informed about

Soviet activities , and on the enemy forces themselves wherever located,

not only those forces that immediately threaten or can resist the

Soviet attack but also those forces and the military industrial infra-

structures that might , in the future, be used to develop a counter—

attack capability. Although attacks would be uninhibited by any

concerns for collateral damage to civilian populations and nonmilitary

industry, no effort would be “wasted” by direct attacks on these un—

threatening target elements. (There is a Soviet military doctrinal

thrust toward attack on enemy command posts, communications, and

forces; attacks designed to disorganize, disrupt, and destroy. Nothing

is to be found that in any way resembles destruction of cities or the

killing of civilians for punitive or vindictive purposes.)
1

The Soviets view major war as being a situation in which the

USSR——once committed——must and will, press on to ultimate victory. S

Their military doctrine completely rejects such notions as limitations,

• possible stalemates , or mutual destruction. Soviet military doctrinal

writings emphasize the essentiality of aetatning victory , which is

1Reviewer’s comment: Stalin was highly skeptical of the efficacy
of the Allied bombing of Cermany in WW II. In his view, this was not S

an acceptab le substitute for an attack on the ground that would
engage German military resources.
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not to be confuse’d with the status quo antebellum nor with mortal

wounds.
1

‘Reviewer’s comment: It would be useful to remind readers that
military professionals of all nations would probably subscribe to
Soviet military doctrine if the nature of their societies allowed it.
It is the prudent way to fight a war. It is the way American commanders
try to conduct their operations after we have been drawn into major
war inadvertently through small, indecisive steps, or through an
adversary ’s surprise attack. Once you recognize that Soviet military
doctrine is the preferred doctrine of most military men, you take it
seriously without having to impute a special bloody—mindedness to
the Russians.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The history of the Communist Party in its controlling role in

the USSR has tended to follow a recurrent three phase cycle: a period

in which one leader is clearly dominant, followed (upon his death or

ouster) by a phase in which a few powerful colleagues share the leader-

ship function, followed in turn by a competitive power struggle between

those former colleagues that ends with one becoming clearly dominant.

Competition for power is apparent in all phases. A clearly dominant

leader must continue efforts to retain and even increase his dominant

position. The small, group—shared leadership phase, although nominally

one in which cooperation is the operative element, is actually one of

masked competition. Each member of the group attempts to develop a

commanding clique of reliable protégés and to gain control of the

physical means of eliminating his competitors if necessary. The third

phase, with its top level power struggle, can go one of two ways. The

ultimately successful contender for dominance may use his protégé

resources and his control of the physical means of eliminating his

erstwhile colleagues to destroy them , either figuratively or literally.

The recognition of this contender’s capabilities may be such that his

colleagues accept relegation to unimportant positions without major

resistance.

A review of Soviet initiatives and involvements in the inter-

national arena since World War II and the typical patterns of their

operations suggests a very close analogue to their domestic political

pattern and operations over the same period. Even the Soviet attitudes

appear analogous. They appear to view the world scene as if it were

in the group—shared leadership phase. They have been and are highly

competitive in attempts to develop and maintain a network of client

states (analogues of their protégés). They have actively pursued the

development of the physical capability to destroy their major competi-

tors if necessary. They seem to view the current shared leadership

phase as transient (as is its analogue in their party history). But 
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the phase ts mar”ud by a nominal cooperative element (détente) con-

current with an underlying competition. They can hope that the phase

will end with the United States and its alliance structure (and the

People’s Republic of China) accepting relegation to inconsequential

positions in international affairs. But they seem to recognize that

the transition to phase three may be violent.

A review of the successful competitors’ actions and objectives

in their party top level power struggle suggests the objectives and

actions they would probably pursue in a general superpower war.

Secrecy in preparations, dissimulation, preemptive attack in force S

when major conflict is inevitable, and the prosecution of the attack

until the opponents can no longer resist are all parts of their party

power struggle history in this transition. By analogy one can assume

similar patterns in a Soviet involvement in a major superpower general

war. The published military doctrine of the Soviet military forces \
is completely compatible with such patterns and objectives.


